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Abstract

COVID-19 is also manifested with hypercoagulability, pulmonary intravascular coagulation, microangiopathy, and venous thromboembolism (VTE) or arterial thrombosis. Predisposing risk factors to severe COVID-19 are male sex, underlying cardiovascular disease, or cardiovascular risk factors including noncontrolled diabetes mellitus or arterial hypertension, obesity, and advanced age. The VAS-European Independent Foundation in Angiology/Vascular Medicine draws attention to patients with vascular disease (VD) and presents an integral strategy for the management of patients with VD or cardiovascular risk factors (VD-CVR) and COVID-19. VAS recommends (1) a COVID-19-oriented primary health care network for patients with VD-CVR for identification of patients with VD-CVR in the community and patients’ education for disease symptoms, use of eHealth technology, adherence to the antithrombotic and vascular regulating treatments, and (2) close medical follow-up for efficacious control of VD progression and prompt application of physical and social distancing measures in case of new epidemic waves. For patients with VD-CVR who receive home treatment for COVID-19, VAS recommends assessment for (1) disease worsening and prioritized hospitalization of those at high risk and (2) VTE risk assessment and thromboprophylaxis with rivaroxaban, betrixaban, or low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH) for those at high risk. For hospitalized patients with VD-CVR and COVID-19, VAS recommends (1) routine thromboprophylaxis with weight-adjusted intermediate doses of LMWH (unless contraindication); (2) LMWH as the drug of choice over unfractionated heparin or direct oral anticoagulants for the treatment of VTE or hypercoagulability; (3) careful evaluation of the risk for disease worsening and prompt application of targeted antiviral or convalescence treatments; (4) monitoring of D-dimer for optimization of the antithrombotic treatment; and (5) evaluation of the risk of VTE before hospital discharge using the IMPROVE-D-dimer score and prolonged post-discharge thromboprophylaxis with rivaroxaban, betrixaban, or LMWH.
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Introduction

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), an enveloped nonsegmented positive-sense RNA virus, causes coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). SARS-CoV-2 invades host human cells by binding to the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor and by means of the transmembrane protease serine 2 (TMPRSS2) and the SARS-CoV-2 main protease (Mpro).1-4 COVID-19 is a systemic, potentially severe, and life-threatening disease, triggered by the SARS-CoV-2 infection, which involves both immune and inflammatory responses, endothelial cell dysfunction, complement activation, and a hypercoagulable state.5-9

From mid-December 2019, when the first cases of SARS-CoV-2 infection were officially declared, to August 2020, more than 26 million cases and 860,000 deaths have been declared worldwide.

In March 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) officially declared the SARS-CoV-2 infection as a pandemic and classified COVID-19 in three levels of severity: (1) severe illness designated when the patients have fever or suspected respiratory infection, plus one of the following: respiratory rate >30 breaths/min, severe respiratory distress, or pulse oximeter oxygen saturation ≤93% on room air; (2) critical illness defined in patients with acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) or sepsis with acute organ dysfunction; and (3) nonsevere type inpatients without any of the above conditions.5

While most people with COVID-19 develop only nonsevere illness, usually characterized by fever, cough, myalgias, and breath shortness, approximately 15% develop severe disease that requires hospitalization and oxygen support and 5% present critical illness requiring admission to an intensive care unit (ICU).5,6,10 The mortality rate in patients with critical illness raised up to 50% at the beginning of the epidemic and progressively dropped to approximately 35 to 45%.11,12

Emerging data indicate that SARS-CoV-2 infection is a multifocal disease which implicates the respiratory, cardiovascular, renal, gastrointestinal, and central nervous systems.13-15 Hypercoagulability is a frequent hematological alteration in hospitalized patients with COVID-19 and a predictor of disease worsening. Venous thromboembolism (VTE), and particularly pulmonary embolism (PE), is more frequent in hospitalized patients with COVID-19 as compared with patients hospitalized for other acute medical illnesses even when recommended pharmacological thromboprophylaxis is administered. Disseminated intravascular...
coagulation (DIC) may occur in patients with critical illness and is a relevant predictor of death. Immunothrombosis with pulmonary intravascular coagulation (PIC) and vascular occlusion in the microcirculation of the lungs are frequent findings reported in autopsies of patients died from COVID-19. Last but not least, patients with COVID-19 are also at increased risk for arterial thrombosis (ischemic stroke, myocardial infarction, limb ischemia). Accordingly, COVID-19 is a systematic disease involving blood coagulation and vessels. Patients with cardiovascular disease (CVD) or cardiovascular risk factors are the most vulnerable for deterioration to severe COVID-19 and critical illness following SARS-CoV-19 infection.

CVD—including ischemic stroke, carotid artery disease, coronary artery disease, peripheral artery disease (PAD)—is according to the WHO a pathology of the circulatory system which involves endothelial cell dysfunction. CVD has an age-standardized prevalence from 5,000 to 9,000 cases per 100,000 persons varying by country. The prevalence of cardiovascular risk factors (i.e., obesity, diabetes mellitus, or arterial hypertension) is even higher. The term “patients with vascular disease or cardiovascular risk factors” (VD-CVR) refers to patients with a personal history of arteriopathy or arterial thrombosis, including patients with a history of ischemic stroke, carotid artery disease, coronary artery disease, PAD, or arterial thrombosis of rare localization (i.e., mesenteric artery thrombosis) and patients with a history of deep vein thrombosis (DVT), PE, or vein thrombosis of rare localization (i.e., cerebral vein thrombosis, splanchnic vein thrombosis, upper limb thrombosis). Obese individuals (body mass index [BMI] > 30) and patients with diabetes mellitus or arterial hypertension are also included.

Following SARS-CoV-19 infection, patients with VD-CVR are at risk for severe COVID-19 and critical illness, which during the epidemic periods may destabilize the health systems. The guidelines and position papers published so far concern COVID-19 patients in general and focus mainly on the prevention and treatment of VTE and some of them will be formulated as soon as new epidemiological evidence were formulated with the unanimous accordance of the authors. Due to the limited clinical experience in patients with COVID-19 and the absence of randomized clinical trials controlling the efficacy and safety of various antithrombotic treatment regimens and the other interventions in the context of COVID-19, the ensemble of the proposed recommendations has a low grade of evidence. This guidance will be updated, and the relevant algorithms will be formulated as soon as new epidemiological evidence and results of ongoing clinical studies will be published.

The VAS-European Independent Foundation in Angiology/Vascular Medicine responds to this challenge with the present guidance providing (1) the principles for the organization of a primary health care network focused on patients with VD-CVR, (2) the methodology for the identification of patients with vascular disease among patients with COVID-19 and the evaluation of the risk for disease worsening, (3) the necessary information for pharmacological and pharmacodynamic issues of antithrombotic agents and vascular regulating treatments which are potentially influenced by COVID-19 or the associated treatments, (4) the strategies for the management of the hypercoagulable state and the diagnosis and treatment of DIC, and (5) the recommendations for the prevention and treatment of VTE adapted for patients with VD-CVR.

Methods

We reviewed manuscripts on three servers (https://www.medrxiv.org/, https://www.preprints.org/, and https://www.ssrn.com/index.cfm/en/coronavirus/). The last literature research was performed on July 14, 2020. Relevant articles were screened and analyzed by G.T.G. and M.C. Subsequently, the initial document with the guidelines was formulated by the members of the VAS Board (G.T.G., M.C., M.P.C., Z.P., J.C. W., B.F., D.M.O., K.F.). The initial document was subsequently submitted to the VAS Advisory Board and circulated to all the authors for comments. Recommendations and suggestions were formulated with the unanimous accordance of the ensemble of the authors. Due to the limited clinical experience in patients with COVID-19 and the absence of randomized clinical trials controlling the efficacy and safety of various antithrombotic treatment regimens and the other interventions in the context of COVID-19, the ensemble of the proposed recommendations has a low grade of evidence. This guidance will be updated, and the relevant algorithms will be formulated as soon as new epidemiological evidence and results of ongoing clinical studies will be published.

Hypercoagulability and Endothelial Activation: Key Elements in Deterioration of COVID-19

Structural Elements of SARS-CoV-2 and Activation of Endothelial Cells and Coagulation
SARS-CoV-2 receptor binding occurs via the spike (S) protein (encoded by the structural S gene) which has two subunits: subunit S1 mediates binding and a trimeric S2 stalk mediates
fusin to the infected cell. The S1 subunit is divided into two domains, the N-terminal domain (S1-NTD) and the C-terminal domain (S1-CTD). These regions mediate binding to a variety of cellular receptors. Endothelial cells of arteries and veins, arterial smooth muscle cells, cardiomyocytes, and type I and type II alveolar epithelial cells in human lung tissue express ACE2 and are targets of SARS-CoV-2 infection spread. The S1-CTD binds with high affinity to the ACE2 receptor and the TMPRSS2. Cell infection with SARS-CoV-2 requires coexpression of ACE2 and TMPRSS2. Cleavage of the S protein by the TMPRSS2 is necessary for binding of SARS-CoV-2 to ACE2. The TMPRSS2 is abundantly expressed by cells in the lung tissue and makes the respiratory system vulnerable to virus infection. Following entry to alveolar epithelial cells, components of the SARS-CoV-2 trigger immune response via different pathways, including immunological receptors on and inside immune cells, retinoic acid-inducible gene-I (RIG-I)-like receptors (RLRs), toll-like receptors (TLRs), NOD-like receptors (NLRs), and cyclic GMP-AMP synthase (cGAS), which activate intracellular signaling cascades, leading to the secretion of proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines. Additional endogenous adjuvant activity is provided by pyroptotic cell death regulated by the nod-like receptor family, pyrin domain containing 3 (NLRP3) in association with other innate immune sensors, such as TLRs. C3a and C5a are likely major contributors to cytokine storm induction. The anaphylatoxins (C3a and C5a) are major inflammatory mediators and activators of coagulation.

Activation of Complement in SARS-CoV-2 Infection
SARS-CoV-2 either directly or through the immune reaction induces activation of the complement system which is a part of the innate immune system. Natural (immunoglobulin M) antibodies that recognize viral antigens or neoantigens exposed on damaged host tissues activate the classical pathway. Viral components such as the nucleocapsid protein (N protein) directly interact with mannose-binding lectin-associated proteases 2 (MASP2) leading to the activation of the mannose-binding lectin pathway. Debris from dying cells in multiple ischemic organs likely shed lipid-anchored membrane complement regulatory proteins (such as DAF and CD59), and lose glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) allowing complement activation by the alternative pathway. Activated complement promotes inflammation. The anaphylatoxins C3a and C5a are likely major contributors to cytokine storm syndrome through their intrinsic proinflammatory activities in leukocyte activation and trafficking, and by synergizing with other innate immune sensors, such as TLRs. C3a and C5a, and direct cell lysis with the assembly of the membrane attack complex C5b-9. Both immunologic and nonimmunologic tissue damage can initiate the kinin formation and the activation of the intrinsic pathway of blood coagulation (for review see Song and FitzGerald).

Direct Procoagulant Activity of SARS-CoV-2
The vascular system is also a target of the virus because TMPRSS2 is expressed by endothelial cells. Accordingly, endothelial cells at least at the level of lung vasculature are exposed to SARS-CoV-2 infection and are subjects of activation. The TMPRSS2 is the most important, but not the unique, protease that cleaves S protein. Other proteases such as cathepsins and activated factor X (FXa) also effectively cleave the full-length S protein.

SARS-CoV-2 may directly induce activation of coagulation through the highly conserved main proteinase (Mpro)—also known as 3Clpro—that catalyzes the viral polyprotein processing, a necessary procedure for SARS-CoV-2 infection. According to three-dimensional structure analysis, the active site of the Mpro from SARS-CoV-2 shares structural similarities with the active site of FXa and thrombin and it may activate blood coagulation. Mpro is unique in the virus and not found in the host cells, being a prominent target for the development of antiviral agents. In silico modeling experiments showed that the direct FXa inhibitors apixaban and betrixaban and the direct thrombin inhibitor argatroban are potential inhibitors of the SARS-CoV-2 invasion. Presumably heparins by amplifying antithrombin (AT) activity against FXa and thrombin or a direct binding to these extracellular membrane receptors might also compromise SARS-CoV-2 Mpro pathways.

Activation of Blood Coagulation in SARS-CoV-2 Infection
Platelet activation and contact-system-initiated thrombin generation are involved in the pathogenesis of immunothrombosis in several critical pathological states such as septicemia, bacterial DIC, or ARDS. Hypercoagulability in patients with COVID-19 is also initiated by activation of the contact system, which is composed of three groups of serine proteinases: (1) plasma prekallikrein (PPK); (2) the clotting factors XII (FXII) and XI (FXI), and (3) the nonenzymatic cofactor “high-molecular-weight kininogen” (HMWK). Cleavage of free HMWK by plasma kallikrein (PK) releases bradykinin, a potent inflammatory mediator and an activator of the complement and contact system.

The contact system components bind to vascular endothelium, platelets, and neutrophils, with the HMWK serving as a docking site for PPK.

GAGs at the surface of endothelial cells regulate bradykinin generation. HMWK bound to GAGs is “protected” from PK and generation of bradykinin is therefore reduced. Low availability of GAGs (i.e., in the case of endothelial cell activation) results in an increased concentration of free HMWK available for bradykinin generation upon exposure to PK.

Contact system activation leads also to FXII activation (FXIIa), which in its turn binds to negatively charged phospholipids and activates FXI triggering the sequential activation of FIX and FX, leading to thrombin generation which amplifies its generation by activating factors V and VIII and platelets that offer procoagulant phospholipids for the formation of the intrinsic tenase and prothrombinase.
Among the negatively charged surfaces present in blood and vessels (i.e., collagen, cholesterol sulfate, sulfatides, acid phospholipids, fatty acids, and several charged carbohydrates), the polyphosphates (polyP) released by activated platelets appear to play a major role in FXII activation.

An increase of polyP and a decrease of GAG lead to amplification of the thrombin generation process, inflammatory response, and vasoconstriction at the level of lung microcirculation. The enhanced cytokine production during virus infection also stimulates additional procoagulant reactions, with increased tissue factor (TF) expression, a major initiator of the coagulation. The GAGs’ availability on endothelial cell membranes and the release of polyP from activated platelets regulate the contact system protein assembly, bradykinin formation, and FXII activation. Thrombin in its turn leads to fibrin formation, activates FVII and FXII, enhances platelet activation, alters fibrinolysis, and is a major mediator of inflammatory reactions. Initiation of a vicious cycle of thrombin generation may lead to consumption of natural coagulation inhibitors (i.e., AT, protein C [PC], and protein S) and to a compensated DIC. Unbalanced activation of endothelial cells either by a direct effect from the SARS-CoV-2 infection or as a result of the inflammatory procedure results in further TF expression.

Neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) and damage-associated molecular patterns may also be involved in the procoagulant profile in patients with COVID-19. In some cases, the presence of antiphospholipid antibodies that can also induce arterial thrombosis has been reported, but this is a controversial issue.

Fig. 1 summarizes the principal mechanisms triggered by SARS-CoV-2 infection leading to enhanced thrombin generation and pulmonary intravascular coagulation.

**Endothelial Cell Activation and Pulmonary Intravascular Coagulopathy in COVID-19**

Emerging data underline the crucial role of endothelial cell activation during SARS-CoV-2 infection, as a direct target of the virus and inflammatory cytokines as well as the main actors in orchestrating a proinflammatory and procoagulant state in COVID-19 patients. The increased number of circulating endothelial cells in the blood from patients with COVID-19 corroborates the concept of the involvement of endothelial cell activation. Autopsies in COVID-19...
patients document thrombotic microangiopathy involving the lungs as an important mechanism that contributes to death. The pulmonary pathological changes of fatal COVID-19 are diffuse alveolar damage (DAD), accompanied by thrombosed small vessels with capillary hyaline thrombi, intravascular mixed thrombi, and significant associated hemorrhages. Endothelial cells, megakaryocytes, and platelet activation with microcirculation abnormalities implicating blood hypercoagulability are orchestrated in the process of disease aggravation and death. Patients present a high density of alveolar megakaryocytes and platelet-rich clot formation, in addition to fibrin deposition. Patients who had a more protracted hospital course had extensive and early organized fibrin network, with degenerated neutrophils within the alveoli possibly representing NETs.\textsuperscript{40–44} Lung microcirculation is characterized by the presence of viral elements within endothelial cells, accumulation of inflammatory cells, and endothelial inflammatory cell apoptosis. The ensemble of these histological and morphological abnormalities documents the existence of endotheliitis in several organs as a direct consequence of SARS-CoV-2 involvement and the host inflammatory response.\textsuperscript{45} The diffuse bilateral pulmonary inflammation observed in COVID-19 is associated with a novel pulmonary-specific vasculopathy which has been termed “pulmonary intravascular coagulopathy” (PIC) as distinct to DIC.\textsuperscript{46} The clinical and computed tomography (CT) characteristics of PE in patients with COVID-19 were substantially different to those from patients with PE without COVID-19.\textsuperscript{47} Autopsy evidence in COVID-19 patients showed rough dilatation of the pulmonary artery branches and extensive thrombosis of the small arterioles, in keeping with a PE-like pattern.\textsuperscript{48} Filling defects of pulmonary vessels that are detected by CT-scans are in many instances more reminiscent of pulmonary thrombi rather than emboli, because they are not fully occlusive.\textsuperscript{49} These initial observations were confirmed by autopsy findings in 21 hospitalized COVID-19 patients which showed severe capillary congestion (capillarostasis). Microthrombi were detected in alveolar capillaries and were linked to PIC. Moreover, 20\% of the patients had PE and 18\% had evidence of DIC in the kidneys, despite anticoagulation.\textsuperscript{50} These data provide autopsy-based evidence of the link between endotheliitis, coagulopathy, and complement-mediated multifocal microvascular injury in different organs, as well as skin injuries in concert with pulmonary capillarostasis. In addition, some evidence highlights abnormalities in lung perfusion with microvascular shunting surrounding areas of inflammation with worsening of gas exchanges.\textsuperscript{51}

Kidney biopsy analysis in patients with COVID-19 and associated kidney injury showed acute tubular necrosis as the dominant pathology followed by findings of thrombotic microangiopathy. However, immunohistochemical staining of kidney biopsy samples for SARS-CoV-2 was negative and an ultrastructural examination by electron microscopy showed no evidence of viral particles in the biopsy samples.\textsuperscript{52}

The ensemble of the data available so far indicates that in patients with severe COVID-19 the SARS-CoV-2 triggers a vicious cycle of inflammatory reaction, excessive immunological response, endothelial cell activation, and hypercoagulability leading to organ dysfunction, whereas the evolution toward clinical deterioration may not be directly related with the presence of the virus.

### Autopsy Documented Venous Thromboembolism in COVID-19

A large series of 80 autopsies performed in Hamburg showed that the most frequent cause of death in patients with COVID-19 is pneumonia, followed by pulmonary artery embolisms combined with pneumonia.\textsuperscript{53} Deceased had CVDs (85\%), lung diseases (55\%), central nervous system diseases (35\%), kidney diseases (34\%), diabetes mellitus (21\%), obesity (21\%), and solid or hematological cancer (16\%). The incidence of autopsy documented VTE was 42.5\%. The incidence of PE was 21\%. In 10\% of patients, fatal fulminant pulmonary artery embolism was identified, whereas peripheral PE was found in other 11\% of deceased patients. All cases with PE had also DVT. In additional 19\% of cases, DVT was documented without PE. The male deceased also showed thrombi in the prostatic venous plexus in 15 cases and in the veins of the esophagus in one case. Importantly, 10 out of 26 patients (38\%) who died at home had VTE showing that the risk of VTE is not determined only by hospitalization but mainly by SARS-CoV-2 infection and COVID-19 severity. A comprehensive review of the histological lung lesions reported in the autopic studies in patients with COVID-19 confirms the importance of VTE together with DAD, PIC, and endotheliitis in the disease-worsening process.\textsuperscript{54}

### VAS Statement on Hypercoagulability, Endothelial Cell Activation, and Research on the Future Targeted Therapies for COVID-19

- SARS-CoV-2 infection leading to severe COVID-19 implicates immune response, endothelial cell dysfunction, platelets, and complement activation, which are related with worsening disease and death. These pathways lead to initiation and enhancement of thrombin generation via the contact system and the TF pathways.
- Microvascular thrombosis at the lungs and other organs and PE are major causes of morbidity and mortality in patients with severe or critical COVID-19.
- COVID-19 is a major risk factor of VTE which may occur in the outpatient setting, during hospitalization, and even after hospital discharge.
- Targets for new therapies in COVID-19 include:
  - Endothelial cell activation induced by SARS-CoV-2.
  - Inhibition of serine proteases expressed by SARS-CoV-2 and investigation of the potentially inhibitory effect of direct and indirect inhibitors of thrombin or FXa.
  - Inhibition of the complement, the contact system, and the intrinsic pathway of blood coagulation.
- Focused research is required on the possible relationship between the pre-existing activation status of endothelial...
cells in patients with VD-CVR upon exposure to the SARS-CoV-2 and the risk of severe or critical illness.

- There is a need for therapeutic strategies aiming the prevention and treatment of “endothelitis” and PIC upon SARS-CoV-2 infection. Antithrombotic agents (antiplatelet and anticoagulant drugs) and agents targeting the endothelium (i.e., statins, sulodexide, dermatan sulfate, etc.) are potential treatments requiring further investigations.

- Full pathological examination is an important tool to better understand the pathophysiology of diseases, especially when the knowledge of an emerging disorder is limited and the impact on the health care system is significant. VAS calls for performing well-conducted autopsies of deceased COVID-19 patients.

Patients with Vascular Disease or Cardiovascular Risk Factors at Risk of COVID-19 Worsening

Profile of COVID-19 Patients at Risk of Disease Worsening

Patients with VD-CVR and particularly elderly patients are at high risk for severe COVID-19. Cardiovascular presentation in the setting of COVID-19 may be atypical, underpinning the importance of a high level of clinical suspicion of potential COVID-19 cases. Analysis of more than 8,900 COVID-19 patients hospitalized in North America, Europe, and Asia found that 30.5% of them had hyperlipidemia, 26.3% had arterial hypertension, 14.3% had diabetes mellitus, 16.8% were former smokers, and only 5.5% were current smokers. In terms of cardiopathy, 11.3% had coronary artery disease and 2.1% had congestive heart failure. Myocardial injury with an elevated troponin level occurred in up to 17% of patients hospitalized with COVID-19 and 22 to 31% of those were admitted to ICUs and up to 7% of the COVID-19-related deaths were attributable to myocarditis. The frequency of cardiac arrhythmia among hospitalized COVID-19 patients was approximately 3.4%, being at the same levels as the arrhythmia prevalence in general population with similar age.

A meta-analysis of 1,527 patients with COVID-19 found that the prevalence of arterial hypertension or cardiac disease was 17.1% and 16.4% respectively, and that these patients were more likely to require critical care. Underlying CVD is associated with more severe COVID-19 and higher mortality. Data analysis of 44,672 patients with COVID-19 found that a history of CVD was associated with a nearly fivefold increase of case fatality rates when compared with patients without CVD (10.5 vs. 2.3%).

A more recent meta-analysis of 13 studies including 3,027 patients with SARS-CoV-2 infection confirmed that age >65 years, male gender, arterial hypertension, diabetes mellitus, CVD, and respiratory disease are significant risk factors for severe COVID-19, disease worsening, and death.

Patients with diabetes mellitus and COVID-19 infection are at a higher risk of admission to the ICU and mortality. Hyperglycemia is associated with vascular endothelial cell dysfunction. Efficacious control of glycaemia in diabetic patients is mandatory for decreasing the risk of severe COVID-19. Well-controlled blood glucose levels (glycemic variability within 3.9–10.0 mmol/L) in people with type 2 diabetes mellitus was associated with a markedly lower mortality compared with individuals with poorer glycemic control (upper limit of glycemic variability exceeding 10.0 mmol/L; adjusted hazard ratio [HR]: 0.14) during hospitalization. Male gender, age >65 years, coronary artery disease, congestive heart failure, cardiac arrhythmia, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease are associated with a higher risk of in-hospital death. The prevalence of cardiovascular risk factors for disease worsening and the relative risk of critical disease are summarized in Table 1.

Peripheral Arterial Disease and Risk of COVID-19 Worsening

Peripheral arterial disease has a prevalence of up to 25% in men and women older than 70 years and is largely underdiagnosed. Limited data are available on the risk for severe COVID-19 in patients with PAD. The risk for vascular complications in such COVID-19 patients might be underestimated. Reciprocally, some limited data show that COVID-19 is a risk factor for acute limb ischemia in patients with

Table 1 Summary of the range of the prevalence of cardiovascular disease, cardiovascular risk factors, and other comorbidities related to disease worsening in patients hospitalized with COVID-19 as reported in various studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comorbidities</th>
<th>Critical COVID-19 (%)</th>
<th>Severe COVID-19 (%)</th>
<th>Odds ratio for disease worsening (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>14–60</td>
<td>6–25</td>
<td>2.13 (2.68–5.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>15–64</td>
<td>7–39</td>
<td>3.34 (1.72–5.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVD</td>
<td>9–40</td>
<td>1–10</td>
<td>5.19 (3.25–8.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory disease</td>
<td>5–10</td>
<td>1–8</td>
<td>5.15 (2.51–10.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malignancy</td>
<td>1.5–10</td>
<td>1–6</td>
<td>1.6 (0.81–3.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.4 (2.77–10.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic renal disease</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.92 (1.04–6.09)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; CVD, cardiovascular disease.
Similarly there is lack of evidence on the risk for developing severe COVID-19 in patients with other forms of vascular disease (i.e., lymphatic or microcirculatory disease).

**Risk of Arterial Thrombosis in Patients with COVID-19**

Surprisingly, although the CVD and the cardiovascular risk factors are major predictors of disease worsening and death, the incidence of arterial thrombosis is much lower as compared with that of VTE. In a single-center study from Madrid on 1,419 hospitalized patients with COVID-19, only 14 patients (1%) presented arterial thrombosis (acute coronary syndrome, acute ischemic stroke, transient ischemic attack, limb infrapopliteal thrombotic event) during their hospitalization period. The mortality rate in these patients was 28%.\(^72\)

In a French study enrolling 184 patients with COVID-19 admitted at the ICU, only seven patients had arterial thrombosis (3.8%), of whom two had systemic arterial embolism. Interestingly, 68 patients (37%) had VTE.\(^73\) Similarly, in a cohort of 388 hospitalized patients with COVID-19 in Milan, the incidence of arterial thrombosis (ischemic stroke and acute coronary syndrome) was also limited (3.6%) compared with the cumulative rate of VTE (21%: 27.6% in ICUs and 6.6% in conventional wards).\(^74\)

**Skin Manifestations and Chilblains in COVID-19 Patients**

Cutaneous manifestations in COVID-19 patients may present in two major groups regarding their pathogenetic mechanisms: (1) clinical features similar to viral exanthems induced by the immune response to viral nucleotides and (2) cutaneous eruptions secondary to systemic consequences caused by COVID-19, especially vasculitis and thrombotic vasculopathy.\(^75\) Dermatological manifestations such as skin rash, urticaria, vesicles, and purpura have been also reported.\(^76\)–\(^81\) More recently, lesions resembling chilblains have been reported.\(^82\),\(^83\) Transient livedo reticularis has also been described.\(^84\)

Chilblains in patients with COVID-19—described as COVID-19 toes—are being seen with an increasing frequency in children and young adults. Histopathology alterations in COVID-19 toes are characterized by variable degrees of lymphocytic vasculitis ranging from endothelial swelling and endotheliitis to fibrinoid necrosis and thrombosis. Purpura and superficial and deep perivascular lymphocytic inflammation with perieccrine accentuation or edema have been also described. The pathophysiology of chilblains is poorly understood.\(^85\) However, the presence of SARS-CoV-2 in endothelial cells and epithelial cells of eccrine glands has been documented by histochemistry and electron microscopy. These data indicate a potential link between endothelial cell damage induced by the virus and the manifestation of chilblains.\(^86\) Moreover, complement activation by the SARS-CoV-2 is probably implicated in this process but very limited data are available so far.\(^8\)

Studies on the clinical usefulness of the measurement of complements (particularly C3 and C5) in patients with COVID-19 toes are strongly encouraged. Similarly, there are no data on therapeutic options in patients with COVID-19 toes, including the evaluation of the efficacy of aspirin in this context.

**Specific Aims of Primary Health Care in the Management of Patients with Vascular Disease or Cardiovascular Risk Factors and COVID-19: Networking and Patient Involvement with e-Health**

Lock-down policies in the case of epidemic waves should target in priority patients with VD-CVR. An emerging need is the elaboration of a COVID-19–oriented primary health care network using the tools of the e-Health (electronic health record templates, hospital information system dashboards, cloud-based medical image sharing, a mobile app, and smart vital-sign-monitoring wearable devices) for the management of these patients with nonsevere COVID-19 since some of them are at risk of disease worsening.\(^87\)

Telemonitoring, televist, and teleconsulting are encouraged to limit the effect of restricted access to physicians during, but not only, the epidemic or because of geographical limitations.

The organization of the eHealth network needs a connection of COVID-19 centers, with specialists in angiology/vascular medicine, general practitioners, and hematological and biochemical laboratories for testing simple laboratory parameters mandatory for the disease evolution, image sharing facilities, utilization of “apps” offering a technology system for the follow-up of patients with VD-CVR and following the indications of the public health national systems. The network needs also to obtain an active, continue involvement of patients in disease control.

**VAS Recommendations for General Measures in Patients with Vascular Disease or Cardiovascular Risk Factors during the SARS-CoV-2 Epidemic**

- Patients with VD-CVR are at high risk of disease worsening and death upon SARS-CoV-2 infection. Patients with VD-CVR need to be identified at the community and registered at the regional COVID-19 centers and available angiology/vascular medicine centers.
- A regional procedure for prioritization of hospitalization of patients with VD-CVR with nonsevere COVID-19 who are at risk of disease worsening should be considered by health authorities.
- Educational programs must be elaborated for:
  - Patients with VD-CVR aiming their training on early recognition of COVID-19 symptoms and the application of social distancing and self-protection measures.
  - Physicians, particularly general practitioners and family doctors, aiming their training on early recognition of the risk of COVID-19 worsening and the implementation of the recommendations for the diagnosis and treatment of COVID-19.
- Physicians are advised to be aware of possible dermatological manifestations of COVID-19.
- Patients with VD-CVR should be under regular medical follow-up for:
The improvement of the adherence to the antihypertensive treatment (including ACE inhibitors or angiotensin receptor blockers), antiplatelet, and the lipid lowering treatment and the antihyperglycemic medications according to the recommendations of the relevant consensus statements and scientific societies.

The monitoring of patients’ physical activity (i.e., 6,000 steps per day) specially during the periods of lockdown measures and the registration of their clinical signs and symptoms of arterial disease.

The psychological status of patients and family members particularly during epidemic waves.

- Patients with VD-CVR and nonsevere COVID-19 receiving medical care at home need close follow-ups and should be prioritized for hospital admission in case of COVID-19 worsening.
- e-Health is strongly recommended for patients with VD-CVR during SARS-CoV-2 epidemic waves. Inside of the national health system, e-Health will enforce the network between COVID-19 centers, hospitals, centers of angiology/vascular medicine, general practitioners, other health workers, pharmacy, hematological/biochemical laboratories, and patients.

**VAS Recommendations for PAD Diagnosis during SARS-CoV-2 Epidemic**

- Physicians are advised to be aware of the most common symptoms and clinical signs of PAD (because it is an underdiagnosed vascular pathology) and to systematically perform appropriate physical examination upon medical visits at home or regular consultation, including measurement of ankle-brachial index particularly in elderly, smokers, and diabetic patients. They are also advised to include and collect data regarding PAD in the COVID-19 patients’ database and to share them at the site https://www.vas-int.net/.
- From a general point of view, during COVID-19 epidemic:
  - Nonurgent vascular exams have to be deferred to protect patients and aid in the management of COVID-19.
  - For urgent vascular exams that have to be performed, practices have to be adjusted to best safeguard the technologist and the patient.
  - Main clinical indications for urgent vascular exams include critical limb ischemia and stroke.
  - Vascular ultrasound is the optimal exam for these conditions. All the other conditions/exams have to be considered elective and should be deferred.
  - Portable, dedicated equipment, where available, should be used. Components not necessary should be removed, to make the process easier as well as for the equipment cleaning. Essential and competent staff should be involved in performing the exam, to obtain the most relevant result.
  - Management of other acute/emergency conditions (aortic dissection, aneurism rupture, etc.) should follow the existing protocols.

**Antithrombotic and Vascular Modulating Treatments in Patients with COVID-19**

Blood-borne hypercoagulability in concert with endothelial cell activation and endotheliitis predisposes to severe COVID-19 and patients with VD-CVR are prone to disease worsening. Inhibition of thrombin generation and platelet activation is an emerging therapeutic strategy, adjuvant to antiviral or immunological or other compassionate therapies.

The targets of the antithrombotic treatment in patients with VD-CVR during infection with SARS-CoV-19 and COVID-19 are (1) prevention and treatment of PIC and DIC, (2) prevention and treatment of VTE, (3) prevention of arterial thrombosis recurrence, and (4) prevention of disease worsening.

The potent inhibition of thrombin generation induced by unfractionated heparin (UFH), low-molecular-weight heparins (LMWHs), and direct oral anticoagulants (DOACs) places them into the first line for management of patients with VD-CVR and COVID-19.

The pharmacological and pharmacodynamic properties of antithrombotic agents as well as the drug–drug interactions are of important relevance in these patients. Cytokine storm and inflammation, hypercoagulability and the eventual evolution to consumption coagulopathy, the rapid deterioration of the renal or hepatic function in patients with worsening disease, as well as the interactions with some of the experimental drugs might compromise the beneficial effect of some antithrombotic agents and may lead either to bleeding risk increase or treatment resistance. For these reasons, in the following section, we present the most important pharmacological and pharmacodynamic properties of the antithrombotic agents that might be proposed.

**Heparins**

Heparins are multitargeted antithrombotic agents. LMWHs are the most widely used antithrombotic agents for the prevention and treatment of VTE in hospitalized patients. UFH is more frequently used in patients with renal insufficiency. UFH and LMWH exert their antithrombotic effect primarily by the binding of the pentasaccharide domain (present in ~30% of the polysaccharide chains) on AT. UFH and LMWH stimulate the release of the TF pathway inhibitor from endothelial cells, exert a potent anti-inflammatory action, have immune modulating actions, inhibit complements and prevent the NET formation. Heparins may also competitively bind to coronavirus and inhibit its multicellular invasion.

The high degree of sulfation of GAG chains makes heparin one of the most strongly anionic biological macromolecules. Heparin will therefore interact with any basic molecule it encounters. The intensity of this interaction depends on the molecular size and results in the inhibition of the antithrombotic activity of heparin. Longer GAG chains in UFH are more sulfated and show a higher nonspecific binding to basic molecules (i.e., platelet factor 4, fibronectin, vitronectin, annexin, or plasma inflammatory proteins) as compared with the shorter GAG chains of the LMWHs. Nonspecific binding of UFH with inflammatory proteins compromises
the antithrombotic activity of UFH as documented by the high rates of resistance to UFH treatment in COVID-19. The smaller molecular size of polysaccharide chains in LMWHs, compared with that of UFH, involves a more predictable pharmacological action and better bioavailability after subcutaneous injection.

The LMWHs vary in their physicochemical properties, the anti-Xa/anti-IIa ratio, and their inhibitory effect on thrombin generation. Therefore, the dosages for each one should be administered according to manufacturers’ instructions.

Both UFH and LMWHs alter the clot firmness, an effect which is related to the physicochemical properties of GAG chains. This property of heparins might have some importance in the management of the hypercoagulable state and the risk of thrombosis in patients with COVID-19, since the inflammatory reaction in COVID-19 patients is associated with a high clot firmness.

It is well documented that in clinical practice, the correlation between activated partial thromboplastin time (aPTT) prolongation and the UFH dose is rather poor. In patients with COVID-19, who need efficient anticoagulation, the monitoring of the treatment with UFH should be done with the measurement of the anti-Xa activity in plasma because the aPTT is influenced by the high levels of FVIII and fibrinogen. The potential presence of lupus anticoagulant or the deficiency of FXII in some patients with COVID-19 will lead to misleading results and erroneous dose modifications.

UFH is cleared from macrophages and endothelial cells and is preferred in patients with renal insufficiency. The LMWHs are cleared principally by the kidneys and their use should be cautious in patients with renal insufficiency. Hence, LMWHs with intermediate molecular weight, such as tinzaparin and dalteparin, showed limited accumulation of their anti-Xa activity in patients with severe renal impairment.

The usual doses of available LMWH for the prevention and treatment of VTE as well as the adaptation of the doses according to the renal function are summarized in Table 2.

### Direct oral Anticoagulants

DOACs are classified with specific direct FXa inhibitors (apixaban, betrixaban, edoxaban, and rivaroxaban) and one specific direct thrombin inhibitor (dabigatran). All DOACs except betrixaban are indicated for the treatment and secondary prevention of VTE, and the prevention of ischemic stroke in patients with atrial fibrillation. Rivaroxaban and betrixaban have been studied in the prevention of VTE in hospitalized acutely ill medical patients as well as in extended prevention of VTE in outpatients after their hospital discharge.

DOACs are principally excreted by kidneys and are contraindicated in patients with creatinine clearance lower than 15 mL/min, whereas dose adjustment is required for patients with renal clearance between 15 and 50 mL/min. DOACs are substrates for ABCB1 and P-glycoprotein (P-gp) transporters. Rivaroxaban and apixaban are metabolized by CYP3A4, CYP2J2, and also CYP-independent mechanisms prior to elimination. Doses of DOACs for the prevention and treatment of VTE and dose adaptation according to renal function are summarized in Table 2. Major P-gp inhibitors can increase the absorption of DOACs inducing a significant accumulation of the drug, increasing bleeding risk. Conversely, major P-gp inducers can reduce the DOAC absorption, reducing potentially their antithrombotic efficacy.

### Antiplatelet Treatment

Antiplatelet treatment, including aspirin, clopidogrel, prasugrel, and ticagrelor, is of major importance for secondary prevention of arterial thrombosis. Aspirin is the drug of choice for the prevention of arterial thrombosis in high-risk patients with cardiovascular risk factors.

Some in vitro studies showed that aspirin beyond the well-known antiplatelet and anti-inflammatory activities inhibits RNA virus replication also. Older studies have shown that prehospital use of antiplatelet agents and particularly aspirin has a potential beneficial effect on the risk of ARDS in acutely ill patients. A recent meta-analysis of seven studies, including 30,291 hospitalized patients, showed that those receiving prehospital treatment with antiplatelet agents (aspirin or clopidogrel) had a significantly lower risk of ARDS as compared to those with no prehospital antiplatelet therapy (odds ratio: 0.68, 95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.56–0.83; p < 0.001). However, treatment with antiplatelet agents did not affect the mortality in ARDS patients. Based on this rationale, 11 studies registered in ClinicalTrials.gov (https://clinicaltrials.gov) investigate the effect of early initiation of aspirin treatment if it mitigates the prothrombotic state and reduces hospitalization rates in patients with non-severe COVID-19. Moreover, a small proof-of-concept study tested the effect of antiplatelet treatment with aspirin, clopidogrel, and tirofiban on the ventilation/perfusion ratio in COVID-19 patients with severe respiratory failure and showed some encouraging results.

### Angiotensin-Converting Enzyme Inhibitors and Angiotensin Receptor Blockers and Risk of COVID-19 Worsening

Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (ACEIs) and angiotensin II type-1 receptor blockers (ARBs) are widely used drugs for the treatment of arterial hypertension, heart failure, and chronic kidney disease. These antihypertensive agents enhance the expression of ACE2 which has a central place in cell infection by the SARS-CoV-2. From a mechanistic point of view, there is a hypothesis that treatment with ACEIs or ARBs might increase the risk of SARS-CoV-2 infection or COVID-19 worsening. However, the studies published so far did not confirm this hypothesis. The most recent study form China on 2,263 patients with arterial hypertension, receiving ≥1 antihypertensive agents, and who had a positive outpatient SARS-CoV-2 test showed that ACEI or ARB use was not associated with the risk of hospitalization or mortality. A smaller study from Italy on a cohort of 133
Table 2: Dosages of LMWHs, rivaroxaban, and betrixaban adapted according to renal function for VTE treatment and thromboprophylaxis in patients with COVID-19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creatinine clearance (mL/min)</th>
<th>Dalteparin</th>
<th>Tinzaparin</th>
<th>Enoxaparin</th>
<th>Bemiparin</th>
<th>Rivaroxaban</th>
<th>Betrixaban</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Therapeutic regimen</td>
<td>Prophylactic regimen</td>
<td>Therapeutic regimen</td>
<td>Prophylactic regimen</td>
<td>Therapeutic regimen</td>
<td>Prophylactic regimen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;50</td>
<td>150–200 UI/kg s.c. o.d.</td>
<td>No dose adjustment</td>
<td>5,000 UI s.c. o.d.</td>
<td>175 UI anti-Xa s.c. o.d.</td>
<td>4,500 IU s.c. o.d.</td>
<td>No dose adjustment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–50</td>
<td>No dose adjustment</td>
<td>No dose adjustment</td>
<td>No dose adjustment</td>
<td>No dose adjustment</td>
<td>No dose adjustment</td>
<td>No dose adjustment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–30</td>
<td>No dose adjustment</td>
<td>Monitoring of anti-Xa levels. Range of usual anti-Xa activity levels (4 hours after the s.c. injection): 0.3–0.5 IU/mL</td>
<td>Monitoring of anti-Xa levels. Range of usual anti-Xa activity levels (4 hours after the s.c. injection): 0.5–1 IU/mL</td>
<td>Monitoring of anti-Xa levels. Range of usual anti-Xa activity levels (4 hours after the s.c. injection): 0.3–0.6 IU/mL</td>
<td>Not recommended</td>
<td>Not recommended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;20</td>
<td>Monitoring of anti-Xa levels. Range of usual anti-Xa activity levels (4 hours after the s.c. injection): 0.3–0.5 IU/mL</td>
<td>Monitoring of anti-Xa levels. Range of usual anti-Xa activity levels (4 hours after the s.c. injection): 0.5–1 IU/mL</td>
<td>Monitoring of anti-Xa levels. Range of usual anti-Xa activity levels (4 hours after the s.c. injection): 0.3–0.6 IU/mL</td>
<td>Not recommended</td>
<td>Not recommended</td>
<td>Not recommended</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: b.i.d., twice a day; o.d., once a day; s.c., subcutaneous.
consecutive hypertensive subjects presenting to the emergency department with COVID-19 infection also showed that treatment with ACEIs did not negatively affect the clinical course of COVID-19.\textsuperscript{116}

**Statins in COVID-19**

Dyslipidemia is recognized as a risk factor associated with microvascular dysfunction in arterial hypertension, diabetes mellitus, and cardiovascular disorders.\textsuperscript{117} The latter two are major risk factors of severe COVID-19 and death. Cholesterol plays an essential role in the activation/dysregulation of the immune response and in the onset and pathogenesis of ARDS.\textsuperscript{118,119} Cholesterol via the transport protein apolipoprotein E (apoE) enhances the endocytic entry of SARS-CoV-2 to target cells.\textsuperscript{120} It could be involved in endothelial injury in COVID-19 patients.\textsuperscript{121}

Statin treatment might improve endothelial and vascular functions in these patients. Lastly, it has been suggested that statins could have a role in SARS-CoV-2 infection by blocking the virus entry to cells.\textsuperscript{122} A combination of statin/ARB treatments was used in an unconventional and poorly documented experience to target the host response and prevent endothelial barrier damage in Ebola patients during the outbreak in West Africa. A similar approach might be considered for patients with severe COVID-19 infection since both statins and ARBs upregulate ACE2 activity and counter endothelial dysfunction.\textsuperscript{123} The pleiotropic effects of statins have been studied in vitro but the clinical relevance of these finding has not been evaluated yet. At least nine clinical trials have been registered in ClinicalTrials.gov to evaluate if treatment with statin has any beneficial effect against disease worsening in patients with COVID-19 (https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Covid19&term=statin&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&Search=Search).

**Drug Interactions**

Patients with VD-CVR are usually under multidrug therapies (including antilipidemic agents, antihypertensive and/or antidiabetic agents, anticoagulant and/or antiplatelet agents). Therefore, drug interactions with antiviral or convalescence treatments should be systematically controlled. Among these treatments, dexamethasone, according to the preliminary report of an open label, controlled trial, significantly reduced the mortality rate in patients hospitalized with COVID–19 who were receiving either invasive mechanical ventilation or oxygen alone.\textsuperscript{124}

No interactions have been reported between LMWH, fondaparinux, UFH, or aspirin with the antiviral experimental drugs, or convalescence therapies, or dexamethasone in patients with COVID-19. The P-gp and CYP450 systems in the liver (especially CYP3A4) are metabolic pathways of the DOACs. The same metabolic pathways are used by several antiviral drugs (especially lopinavir and ritonavir) which may alter DOACs’ pharmacokinetics of as well as those of clopidogrel and ticagrelor. Lopinavir and ritonavir may potentiate CYP3A4 or P-gp inhibition leading to reduction of clopidogrel and increase of ticagrelor effects. Prasugrel is less influenced by this drug combination.\textsuperscript{125,126} Apixaban and rivaroxaban are also influenced by CYP3A4 and P-gp inhibition, while dabigatran and edoxaban are influenced only by P-gp inhibition.

The data available so far show that in hospitalized patients with COVID-19 who are on long-term antithrombotic treatment with DOACs, administration of antiviral drugs induces up to six times increase of peak and trough levels.\textsuperscript{127} Dosage of peak and/or trough DOAC concentrations in plasma might have some clinical relevance in the evaluation of the pharmacokinetics modification in patients treated with drugs with such interactions.

The anticoagulation induced by vitamin K antagonists (VKAs) is much more instable in COVID-19 patients due to the inflammatory state and the interactions with numerous drugs used including paracetamol.

Both DOAC and VKA present potentially clinically significant interactions with dexamethasone. Consequently, hospitalized patients with COVID-19 on DOACs or VKA should be switched to treatment with a therapeutic dose of LMWH.

The degrees of interactions between antithrombotic agents or lipid-lowering agents with the most common treatments in SARS-CoV-2 infection are depicted in \(\text{Fig. 2}\). An updated list of interactions between conventional drugs, including antithrombotic agents (antplatelets and anticoagulant agents) antidiabetic, antihypertensive, and antilipidemic drugs and the ones used for the treatment of COVID-19 is available at http://www.covid19-druginteractions.org/ (created by Liverpool Drug Interaction Group).

**VAS Recommendations for the Use of antithrombotic Agents in Patients with Vascular Disease or Cardiovascular Risk Factors and COVID-19**

- LMWHs are the first-line antithrombotic treatment in patients hospitalized with COVID-19 because they offer predictive and stable antithrombotic effect following subcutaneous injection and show less than UFH nonspecific binding with plasma proteins, particularly during the cytokine storm. These are significant advantages of LMWHs particularly in critically ill patients who may present resistance to treatment with UFH.
- Resistance to UFH is a concern for the patients with COVID–19. The aPTT is not the optimum test for monitoring and dose adjustment of UFH treatment. The measurement of the anti-Xa activity should be preferred against aPTT for the biological monitoring and dose adjustment of the UFH treatment.
- Dalteparin or tinzaparin can be used as alternative treatments for patients with severe renal insufficiency and resistance to UFH. Monitoring of the anti-Xa activity in plasma at peak and trough levels should be regular and doses should be adapted accordingly.
- The target levels of anti-Xa activity in patients receiving a prophylactic dose of LMWHs, 4 hours after the subcutaneous injection, range from 0.2 to 0.5 anti-Xa IU/mL.
• The target levels of anti-Xa activity in patients receiving a therapeutic dose of LMWHs, 4 hours after the subcutaneous injection, range from 0.5 to 1.5 anti-Xa IU/mL.

• In hospitalized patients with COVID-19, DOACs and VKA should be replaced by LMWH due to potential interactions with antiviral or convalescence treatments.

• In the case that DOACs treatment cannot be replaced by LMWH, the interactions with the other drugs should be carefully controlled using the Web site: http://www.covid19-druginteractions.org/. If these interactions exist, monitoring of peak and trough levels of DOAC concentration in plasma is encouraged.

• Antiplatelet agents are the cornerstone treatment for primary and secondary prevention of arterial thrombosis. Physicians who take care of patients with vascular disease and COVID-19 should control adherence and compliance of the antiplatelet treatment according to the recommendations of the relevant consensus statements and scientific societies.

• Physicians should be aware for the increase of bleeding risk when antiplatelet treatment is coadministered with anticoagulant agents (i.e., LMWH or UFH). In patients receiving antiplatelet treatment and thromboprophylaxis with LMWH, the bleeding risk must be carefully evaluated and the patients need to be under close medical follow-up.

• Management of the antithrombotic treatment before interventional procedures, as well in the case of bleeding, should be done according to the recommendations of the relevant consensus statements.

• Patients should continue to be treated with the recommended antihypertensive therapy and lipid-lowering agents during their disease trajectory.

Blood-Borne Hypercoagulability and Risk of Disease Worsening and Death in Patients with COVID-19

Hypercoagulable states together with lymphopenia, mild thrombocytopenia, and increased biomarkers of inflammation are common alterations in patients with COVID-19 hospitalized either at the conventional medical ward or at the ICU.7,128 Hypercoagulability is based on the significant increase of D-dimer levels in the plasma as well as on the evidence of DIC; notably prolonged prothrombin time (PT) and/or aPTT, thrombocytopenia, and acquired AT deficiency.

D-dimer in COVID-19

Among the hematological biomarkers, D-dimers have attracted the attention of researchers and clinicians involved in the management of patients with COVID-19. Two systematic reviews highlight that D-dimer values are higher in nonsurvivors as well as in patients with severe COVID-19 than in those with mild disease.129,130 The most relevant studies showing the association between D-dimer levels and disease severity or death are summarized in Table 3. Measurement of D-dimer at hospital admission has been proposed for the evaluation of the risk for death. Statistical significance of separation between patients with D-dimer \( \geq 2.0 \mu g/mL \) and those with D-dimer \(< 2.0 \mu g/mL \) was achieved at 7 days after admission. Frequent monitoring of D-dimer during hospitalization might provide more information to predict death.131 However, this strategy has to be validated since the derivation study suffers from several methodological limitations (i.e., retrospective design, absence of validation cohort).132–135
D-dimers are degradation products of cross-linked fibrin, indicating enhanced fibrin formation and activation of the fibrinolytic system. D-dimers and fibrinogen concentrations in plasma are closely correlated. Moreover, D-dimer concentration indirectly reflects in vivo thrombin generation, since thrombin is the enzyme responsible for fibrinogen cleavage and fibrin monomer formation. However, D-dimer is not a specific biomarker for thrombosis. Levels of D-dimer reflect the inflammatory process and an increase in several conditions such as cancer, pregnancy, trauma, CVD, diabetes mellitus, etc. Noteworthy, levels of D-dimer are frequently increased in patients with VD-CVR independently of SARS-CoV-2 infection. Moreover, D-dimers do not directly reflect the activation state of endothelial cells. Taking into consideration these characteristics of D-dimer tests, it is expected that the positive or negative predictive value of the test, if it is used as a single predictor for the evaluation of the risk of disease worsening, is limited.

**Disseminated Intravascular Coagulation in COVID-19**

DIC is a life-threatening acquired syndrome which, according to the International Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis (ISTH) definition, is characterized by the intravascular activation of coagulation and causes damage to the microvasculature, which if sufficiently severe can produce organ dysfunction. Early reports from China underline the presence of DIC in patients with COVID-19. On admission to the hospital, nonsurvivors with COVID-19 had significantly higher D-dimer levels and longer PT compared with survivors. By late hospitalization, fibrinogen and AT levels were significantly lower in nonsurvivors, suggesting that hypercoagulability and DIC were associated with an increased risk of death.

It is important to underline that according to the ISTH Scientific Subcommittee, DIC may present as (1) **compensated activation of coagulation** with subtle hemostatic dysfunction and an increase in thrombotic risk without obvious clinical symptoms. This phase is characterized by an imbalance between activation and inhibition of the coagulation system. Deficiency of natural coagulation inhibitors (principally AT and PC) and an increase of D-dimer are early coagulation abnormalities in patients with compensated DIC. (2) **Overt DIC** with significantly reduced hemostatic potential: this phase is characterized by the absence of normal regulatory mechanisms and collapse of hemostatic forces because of consumption of platelets, coagulation factors, and fibrinogen. This condition is also known as “consumption coagulopathy.” Overt DIC is associated with both bleeding and thrombotic manifestations including both microvascular thrombosis and thrombosis of larger vessels. Compensated DIC may progress to overt DIC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study references</th>
<th>Sample size (n)</th>
<th>Conventional ward median D-dimer level (range)</th>
<th>ICU patient median D-dimer level (range)</th>
<th>Survivor median D-dimer level (range)</th>
<th>Nonsurvivor median D-dimer level (range)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Huang et al\textsuperscript{10}</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>500 ng/mL (300–800 ng/mL)</td>
<td>2,400 ng/mL (600–1,400 ng/mL)</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fogarty et al\textsuperscript{46}</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>1,210 ng/mL\textsuperscript{a} (603.5–3,623 ng/mL)</td>
<td>803 ng/mL (529–1,549 ng/mL)</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhou et al\textsuperscript{134}</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>D-dimer ≤ 500 ng/mL 43%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu et al\textsuperscript{143}</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>520 ng/mL (330–930 ng/mL)</td>
<td>1,160 ng/mL (460–5,370 ng/mL)</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>3,950 ng/mL (1,150–10,960 ng/mL)\textsuperscript{c}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tang et al\textsuperscript{149}</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Median D-dimer level: 610 ng/mL Range: 350–1,290 ng/mL</td>
<td>Median D-dimer level: 2,120 ng/mL Range: 770–5,270 ng/mL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guan et al\textsuperscript{191}</td>
<td>1,099</td>
<td>44% of patients had D-dimer ≥500 µg/L</td>
<td>60% of patients had D-dimer ≥500 µg/L</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>64% of patients had ≥500 µg/L (p = 0.001 vs. nonsevere patients)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al\textsuperscript{135}</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>166 ng/mL (101–285 ng/mL)</td>
<td>414 ng/mL (191–1,324 ng/mL)</td>
<td>&lt;500 ng/mL</td>
<td>1,200 ng/mL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: NR: not reported.
\textsuperscript{a}High D-dimer level was associated with a higher odds ratio of death (OR = 18.42, 95% CI: 2.64–128.55; p = 0.0033).
\textsuperscript{b}High D-dimer level was associated with ARDS development (HR = 1.03, 95% CI: 1.01–1.04, p < 0.001) and poor survival (HR = 1.02, 95% CI: 1.01–1.04, p = 0.002).
The diagnosis of DIC is based on scoring systems including clinical and laboratory parameters. Today, there are five different diagnostic scoring systems for DIC established by (1) the ISTH, (2) the Japanese Ministry Health and Welfare, (3) the Japanese Association for Acute Medicine, (4) the British Committee for Standards in Haematology, and (5) the Italian Society of Thrombosis and Hemostasis. Among them, the DIC-ISTH score is the most widely used and has been applied in hospitalized COVID-19 patients. The DIC-ISTH score exists in two forms: (1) for diagnosis and follow-up of compensated DIC (Table 4A) and (2) for diagnosis and follow-up of overt DIC (Table 4B).

Tang et al, using the overt DIC-ISTH score in 183 patients with COVID-19, found that overt DIC (≥5 points) was diagnosed in 72% of the nonsurvivors in later stages of COVID-19. Only one survivor (0.6%) matched the overt DIC criteria during hospital stay. The nonsurvivors had significantly higher levels of D-dimer and fibrinogen/fibrin-derived proteins and longer PT and aPTT compared with survivors on admission. By late hospitalization, fibrinogen and AT levels were also significantly lower in nonsurvivors. The median time from admission to DIC manifestation was 4 days (range: 1–12 days). Wu et al analyzed clinical and biological data from 201 patients with confirmed COVID-19: 41.8% of patients developed ARDS, 26.4% were admitted to the ICU, 33.3% received mechanical ventilation, and 22% died.

### Table 4 Score for DIC diagnosis proposed by ISTH in patients with COVID-19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. Compensated DIC-ISTH score for COVID-19</th>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confirmed COVID-19</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platelet count</td>
<td>&gt;100 × 10^11/L</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;100 × 10^11/L</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT prolongation</td>
<td>&lt;3 s</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;3 s</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-dimers</td>
<td>Higher than that of the upper normal limit adapted for the age cut-off</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less than that of the upper normal limit adapted for the age cut-off</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antithrombin activity</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less than the lower normal limit</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein C</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less than the lower normal limit</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B. Overt DIC-ISTH score</th>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D-dimers</td>
<td>Strong increase (×2–3)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderate increase (×1.5)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No increase</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platelet count (×10^10/L)</td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50–100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibrinogen level (mg/dL)</td>
<td>&lt;1.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≥1.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prothrombin time (s)</td>
<td>&gt;6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3–6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: DIC, disseminated intravascular coagulation; ISTH, International Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis.

Note: DIC positive if the score is ≥5.
430 hospitalized patients with COVID-19. The compensated DIC-ISTH score was ≥5 in 8.2% of patients hospitalized at the conventional ward and in 28.2% of patients in the ICU with disease worsening. However, the accuracy of the compensated DIC-ISTH score to identify patients at high risk for disease worsening was low. In hospitalized patients with COVID-19, disease worsening was also related to the presence of cardiovascular risk factors (i.e., arterial hypertension, diabetes mellitus, and obesity), chronic kidney disease, D-dimer increase, lymphopenia, anemia, and blood hypercoagulability. This study led to the derivation and validation of the COMPASS-COVID-19 risk assessment model (RAM) for early identification of patients with COVID-19 being at high risk of disease worsening. The COMPASS-COVID-19 score (► Table 5), accessible online at www.medupdate.eu includes the following predictors for disease worsening: presence of obesity (BMI ≥ 30), gender, hemoglobin, lymphocyte count, and compensated DIC-ISTH score (≥5).146

So far, there is no available study proving any potential correlation between hypercoagulability, DIC-ISTH score, or D-dimer with the PIC occurrence. Moreover, beyond the autopsy studies, there is no validated surrogate marker for PIC diagnosis. The need of serial assessments of hypercoagulability for prompt therapeutic intervention, early diagnosis of VTE, and optimization of antithrombotic treatment has already been stressed out.147,148

**Treatment of Hypercoagulability, PIC, and DIC in Patients with COVID-19**

Hypercoagulability is a common and early alteration in patients with COVID-19 related with the thrombosis risk, disease worsening, and death. Consequently, antithrombotic treatment is a cornerstone therapeutic strategy in patients with COVID-19. Heparins (LMWH or UFH) are the first-line treatment for inhibition of this thrombogenic state in hospitalized patients with COVID-19, which potentially could improve the global clinical outcome beyond the prevention of VTE. Therapeutic effect of heparin treatment has been evaluated in three studies published so far and is under evaluation in 35 trials registered in ClinicalTrials.gov.

**Heparin Therapy and Mortality in Patients with COVID-19**

Tang et al evaluated the 28-day mortality in heparin users and nonusers, among severe COVID-19 patients. In total 449 patients with severe COVID-19 were enrolled into the study. Among them, only 94 received LMWH (4,000–6,000 anti-Xa IU enoxaparin once daily) and five received UFH (10,000–15,000 IU/d), for 7 days or longer. The sepsis-induced coagulopathy (SIC) score was evaluated using the combination of PT, platelet count, and sequential organ failure assessment. D-dimers were also measured. Ninety-seven patients (21.6%) met the SIC criteria (total score ≥ 4) and they were classified as severe cases. The D-dimer, PT, and age were positively and platelet count was negatively correlated with the 28-day mortality. The mortality rate in the ensemble of the cohort was 29.8%. No difference on the 28-day mortality was found between heparin users and nonusers (30.3 vs. 29.7%, p = 0.910). Patient stratification according to the SIC score showed that heparin treatment was associated with a lower mortality in patients with SIC score ≥4 (40.0 vs. 64.2%, p = 0.029), but not in those with SIC score <4 (29.0 vs. 22.6%, p = 0.419). Patient stratification according to the D-dimer levels showed a 20% reduction in mortality with heparin treatment when D-dimers were exceeding 3,000 ng/mL (sixfold of upper limit of normal; 32.8 vs. 52.4%, p = 0.017).149

**Table 5** The COMPASS-COVID-19 score for the evaluation of the risk for worsening disease in patients with COVID-19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPASS-COVID-19 RAM</th>
<th>Predictors for risk of worsening disease</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obesity (BMI &gt; 30)</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male gender</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compensated DIC-ISTH score ≥5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Confirmed COVID-19</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thrombocytopenia (platelet count &lt; 100,000/μL):</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prothrombin time prolongation (&gt; control + 3 sec):</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D-dimer increase (&gt;500 for age &lt;60 years; &gt;600 ng/mL for age 60–59 years; &gt;600 ng/mL for age 60–69 years; &gt;700 ng/mL for age 70–79 years; &gt;800 ng/mL for age 80–89 years; &gt;900 ng/mL for age 90–99)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Antithrombin decrease (&lt; lower normal limit established by the laboratory)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protein C decrease (&lt; lower normal limit established by the laboratory)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>≥5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lymphocytes &lt;10³/L</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hemoglobin &lt;11 g/dL</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>≥18: high risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;18: low risk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; DIC, disseminated intravascular coagulation; ISTH, International Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis.
A retrospective analysis from New York hospitals including 2,773 hospitalized patients with COVID-19 showed that antithrombotic treatment was systematically administered to 28% of them. However, the type of treatment, the dose, and the duration were not reported. In-hospital mortality for patients treated with anticoagulants was 22.5% with a median survival of 21 days, compared with 22.8% and a median survival of 14 days in patients who did not receive anticoagulant treatment.

In ICU patients (n = 395), the in-hospital mortality was 29.1% with a median survival of 21 days for those treated with anticoagulants as compared with 62.7% with a median survival of 9 days in patients who did not receive anticoagulant treatment. Overall, a longer duration of anticoagulant treatment was associated with a significantly reduced risk of mortality (adjusted HR of 0.86 per day, 95% CI: 0.82–0.89, p < 0.001). The rate of major and clinically relevant hemorrhage in those receiving or not receiving anticoagulant treatment was 3 and 1.9%, respectively. Bleeding events were more common among ICU patients (7.5%) than among less severe nonintubated patients (1.35%), underlining the need for careful evaluation of the bleeding risk and application of individualized anticoagulant treatment. Despite the design limitations, this study provides encouraging data for the global beneficial effect of anticoagulant treatment in hospitalized COVID-19 patients.150

Ayerbe et al retrospectively analyzed data from 2,075 patients with COVID-19 admitted in 17 hospitals in Spain. The mortality rate in 1,734 patients who received heparin was 14%, whereas in those who did not receive heparin (n = 285), it was 15.4%. Heparin was associated with a significantly lower mortality when the model was adjusted for age and gender (odds ratio [OR]: 0.55; 95% CI: 0.37–0.82; p = 0.003).151

Many centers have increased the dose of anticoagulant prophylaxis to “intermediate-intensity” doses, such as 50 IU/kg twice daily or 100 IU/kg once daily of enoxaparin, using a risk-adapted strategy with increased doses based on D-dimer levels, fibrinogen rate, ICU location, or other clinical factors associated with increased VTE risk.152,153 A Delphi method consensus document found that 31.6% of participants supported an intermediate-intensity dose and only 5.2% supported a therapeutic dose; the rest (63%) supported the use of standard VTE prophylaxis dose for hospitalized patients with moderate to severe COVID-19 and lack of DIC.9

The ensemble of these recommendations for the diagnosis and treatment of DIC in patients with COVID-19 is summarized in Table 6.

These studies are derived from retrospective analysis of real-life practice during the epidemic and indicate that heparin administration in hospitalized patients with COVID-19 might have some beneficial effect on patients’ mortality. However, they share several important limitations:

- The studied groups of patients were either heterogeneous or precisions on their characteristics were not provided.
- The antithrombotic regimens were not specified (i.e., type of heparin, dose, duration, dose modifications).
- The retrospective design and the absence of control group did not allow conclusions to be made on whether antithrombotic treatment has any effect on patients’ mortality.

Nevertheless, it is important to note that 35% of physicians treating COVID-19 patients consider that usual prophylactic doses of LMWH are inadequate for effective management of the global thrombotic risk in hospitalized COVID-19 patients. This finding reflects the clinical perception that antithrombotic treatment with heparin is an essential part of the global therapeutic strategy for hospitalized patients with COVID-19 and requires optimization.

Other Treatments for the Management of Hypercoagulability and PIC Prevention

AT levels’ evolution in COVID-19 patients is of particular interest since it is a major serine protease inhibitor that stoichiometrically inhibits thrombin, FXa, FVIIa, FIXa, and FXIa. Low AT levels may lead to failure of this procoagulant serine protease inhibition and compromise heparin efficacy since its antithrombotic activity is AT-dependent. Low levels of AT in the plasma of patients with sepsis-associated DIC are correlated with increased mortality.154 Substitution therapy with AT concentrates is a therapeutic option in patients with DIC and/or AT deficiency (<50%) as well as in certain clinical settings associated with inflammation.140,141 Ranucci et al in a small study enrolling 16 patients with COVID-19 and ARDS hospitalized in the ICU longitudinally assessed PT, aPTT, fibrinogen, D-dimer, thromboelastography, and AT activity. Upon ICU admission, all patients received LMWH thromboprophylaxis (4,000 anti-Xa IU twice daily). After the first round of standard coagulation and viscoelastic tests, the patients switched to 6,000 anti-Xa IU twice daily (8,000 anti-Xa IU twice daily if BMI was >35); AT concentrates were given to correct values <70% and the clopidogrel loading dose of 300 mg + 75 mg/day was associated with a platelet count >400 G/L. AT deficiency was found in 25% of patients.155 Two of them received AT concentrate on day 2 of ICU hospitalization. Establishment of a more pronounced thromboprophylaxis (increased LMWH doses, AT correction, and clopidogrel use in the case of thrombocytosis) resulted in a significant downregulation of the hypercoagulable state. This study is a proof of concept and should be considered as pilot, since the prospective design and the longitudinal evaluation of hypercoagulability biomarkers allowed us to consider that the efficacy and safety of higher doses of LMWH and the resaturation of AT levels in COVID-19 patients are potentially effective therapeutic strategies. This should be investigated in prospective larger studies.

The need for sequential evaluation of the antithrombotic therapy efficacy in hospitalized patients with COVID-19 is emerging in an increasing number of studies showing that resistance to heparin is frequent particularly in ICU patients.94,153,156

Systemic thrombolysis with recombinant tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) has been also proposed in COVID-19 patients with ARDS aiming to the lysis of lung microcirculation thrombi. In two case series with a total of eight critically
### Table 6  International recommendations for diagnosis and treatment of DIC in patients with COVID-19 (last update: July 2020)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIC management</th>
<th>Global COVID-19 Thrombosis Collaborative Group, Bikdeli et al&lt;sup&gt;9&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Health System Anticoagulation Task Force, Watson et al&lt;sup&gt;166&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>VAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Panel of hematological tests</td>
<td>Platelet count, PT, D-dimers, and fibrinogen</td>
<td>Platelet count, PT, D-dimers, fibrinogen, AT, and PC activity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostic tool for compensated DIC</td>
<td>Not proposed</td>
<td>Not proposed</td>
<td>Compensated DIC-ISTH score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of assessment for compensated DIC</td>
<td>Not proposed</td>
<td>Not proposed</td>
<td>Every 1 or 2 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment for compensated DIC</td>
<td>Not proposed</td>
<td>Not proposed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Intermediate dose of LMWH.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Therapeutic doses of LMWH if the levels of D-dimers continue to increase (i.e., doubling of D-dimer concentration or D-dimer levels higher than 10,000 ng/mL).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• In severe AT deficiency (&lt;50%) administration of AT concentrate should be considered.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The bleeding risk needs to be carefully evaluated.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostic tool for overt DIC</td>
<td>Overt DIC-ISTH score</td>
<td>Overt DIC-ISTH score</td>
<td>Overt DIC-ISTH score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of assessment for overt DIC</td>
<td>Not proposed</td>
<td>Not addressed</td>
<td>Every 1 or 2 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment of overt DIC</td>
<td>• Addressing the underlying hypoxia or coinfection.</td>
<td>• Prophylactic dose enoxaparin if no contraindication exists.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Transfusion thresholds similar to those recommended for other critically ill patients.</td>
<td>• There is no role for therapeutic anticoagulation in DIC, in the absence of an acute thrombotic event.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• If invasive procedures are planned, prophylactic transfusion of platelets, fresh frozen plasma, fibrinogen, and prothrombin complex concentrate may be considered.</td>
<td>• There is no role for giving blood products to correct laboratory abnormalities in the absence of bleeding.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Patients requiring targeted temperature management may exhibit prolongations of both PT and aPTT without evidence of bleeding diathesis.</td>
<td>• If bleeding occurs, blood product(s) should be given to replace the depleted components.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Correction of coagulopathy in unselected patients without overt bleeding is not recommended</td>
<td>• Factor VIIa and prothrombin complex concentrate use is discouraged, as the risk of serious thrombosis is high.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• LMWH prophylaxis may decrease thrombin generation and modify the course of DIC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Continuation of LMWH or UFH (if severe renal insufficiency) at doses as in compensated DIC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• AT concentrates i.v. to maintain AT at normal levels (&gt;80%).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• If consumption coagulopathy progresses or severe thrombocytopenia appears (platelet &lt;25 G/L) and bleeding diathesis is manifested, heparin treatment must be stopped and plasma and platelet transfusion should be considered.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• In the absence of bleeding diathesis, transfusion of plasma and platelets is not recommended for the correction of the clotting time and the increase of platelet count, and continuation of heparin treatment should be considered after correction of coagulopathy and thrombocytopenia (platelet &gt;50 G/L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
ill patients, administration of tPA (25 mg intravenously over 2 hours, followed by a 25 mg tPA infusion over the subsequent 22 hours) in mechanically ventilated COVID-19-positive patients resulted in a transient improvement of the respiratory capacity without any bleeding complications. The same therapeutic protocol was applied in five patients with COVID-19 and evolutive severe respiratory insufficiency who were not under mechanical ventilation and the results showed permanent improvement of their respiratory capacity.

**VAS Recommendations for Management of Hypercoagulability, DIC, and Risk of Disease Worsening in Patients with Vascular Disease or Cardiovascular Risk Factors and COVID-19**

- Hypercoagulability is a frequent and early manifestation of coagulopathy in patients with COVID-19.
- Among the limited number of hypercoagulability biomarkers studied so far, an increase in D-dimer is correlated with the COVID-19 severity. However, D-dimers cannot be used as a "stand-alone" test in the management of COVID-19 patients.
- The most updated COVID-19 panel of hypercoagulability tests in patients with COVID-19 (COAG-COVID-19 panel) includes hemoglobin, platelet count, lymphocyte count, PT, aPTT, fibrinogen, D-dimer, AT activity, and PC activity.
- A RAM for disease worsening adapted for SARS-CoV-2 infection is an urgent need for prompt and targeted treatment of patients with COVID-19. The COMPASS-COVID-19 score responds to this objective but needs to be externally validated.
- The application of the COMPASS-COVID-19 RAM for evaluation of the risk for disease worsening can be considered in patients with VD-CVR and nonsevere COVID-19.
- The COAG-COVID-19 panel should be evaluated routinely and repeated every 1 or 2 days from hospital admission until hospital discharge. This diagnostic strategy provides global and dynamic information for the hypercoagulable state and its evolution during patients’ trajectory.
- Consumption coagulopathy is not a frequent alteration in patients with COVID-19. Patients with COVID-19 do not present overt DIC unless hospitalization is complicated with sepsis.
- The compensated DIC-ISTH score rather than the overt DIC-ISTH score appears to be more compatible with the profile of hypercoagulability in hospitalized COVID-19 patients.
- The performance of other available scores for diagnosis of DIC in patients with COVID-19 needs to be evaluated in prospective studies.
- In patients with compensated DIC-ISTH score ≥5, treatment with LMWH at intermediate doses should be considered. Therapeutic doses of LMWH should be considered if the levels of D-dimer continue to increase (i.e., doubling of D-dimer concentration or D-dimer levels higher than 10,000 ng/mL). The bleeding risk needs to be carefully evaluated.
• In the case of severe AT deficiency (<50%), administration of AT concentrates should be considered.
• An overt DIC should be considered when the clotting times continue to prolong, and the fibrinogen concentration and platelet count continue to decrease.
• For the treatment of overt DIC without bleeding diathesis, the following steps should be considered:
  - Maintain anticoagulant treatment with LMWH (or UFH in patients with severe renal insufficiency) at the same doses as in compensated DIC even if there is prolongation of PT and aPTT.
  - In severe deficiency of AT (<50% AT activity), administration of AT concentrates should be considered aiming to maintain AT above the lower normal level (>80%).
  - In severe deficiency of PC (<50% PC activity), administration of PC concentrates should be considered aiming to maintain PC above the lower normal level (>80%).
  - If severe thrombocytopenia appears (platelet <25 G/L) or bleeding diathesis is manifested, anticoagulant treatment must be stopped until bleeding cessation and control. Plasma and/or platelet transfusions should be considered in the case of bleeding.
  - In the absence of active bleeding, transfusion of plasma and/or platelets is not recommended for the correction of clotting times and an increase of platelet count. Continuation of heparin treatment should be considered.
  - After correction of coagulopathy and thrombocytopenia (platelet count >50 G/L), reinitiation of LMWH at prophylactic doses should be resumed with a close monitoring of anti-Xa activity and AT levels.

Risk of Venous Thromboembolism and Thromboprophylaxis in Patients with COVID-19

Patients with COVID-19 are classified at high risk for VTE principally because of the disease characteristics (severe stage, enhanced inflammation, and hypercoagulability) and the frequent presence of inherent predisposing risk factors, particularly CVDs, cardiovascular risk factors (obesity, diabetes mellitus, arterial hypertension), or other underlying diseases.

The risk of VTE is recognized (1) during hospitalization at the conventional ward or ICU, (2) after hospital discharge in high-risk patients, and (c) in out-of-hospital settings, in patients with mild COVID-19 who receive home-based medical care.

The WHO, very early after pandemic declaration, has drawn attention to the vascular complications associated with COVID-19 infection. The interim guidance recommends thromboprophylaxis with either UFH or LMWH.160

LMWH is the first choice for VTE prevention in hospitalized COVID-19 patients and is recommended by the international guidelines published by groups of experts summarized in – Table 7.161-166

Risk of VTE during Hospitalization of Patients with Vascular Disease or Cardiovascular Risk Factors and COVID-19

COVID-19 is a major risk factor for VTE and the presence of additional risk factors in patients with COVID-19, such ICU hospitalization, immobilization, and prolonged hospitalization, further increases the risk of VTE.153,164,167

Pharmacological thromboprophylaxis with fixed prophylactic doses of LMWHs or fondaparinux is recommended in hospitalized acutely ill patients classified at high risk for VTE with an appropriate validated RAM in medical settings (IMPROVE or PADUA).168,169

The incidence of objectively confirmed VTE in hospitalized patients with COVID-19 has been consistently reported by several groups and varies from 3–15 to 7–50% in conventional ward and ICU-hospitalized patients, respectively.147,170–176

The meta-analysis of these studies showed that the overall incidence of symptomatic, objectively confirmed VTE in hospitalized patients with COVID-19 was 22% (95% CI: 11.2–34.9). The rate of VTE in ICU patients was 31% (95% CI: 19.1–44.7).129 The classical rate of VTE in hospitalized patients in the medical ward was only 8.6% (95% CI: 1.3–21.5). Nevertheless, there is a significant discrepancy of the VTE rate among the studies on patients with COVID-19 hospitalized either at the conventional ward or at the ICU.

More than 75% of the patients enrolled in these studies were receiving pharmacological thromboprophylaxis with LMWH (either at a fixed dose as recommended for acutely ill medical patients or at a weight-adjusted dose).129 The phase III placebo-controlled clinical trials MEDITOX, PREVENT, and ARTEMIS showed that the incidence of asymptomatic VTE in hospitalized acutely ill medical patients who received thromboprophylaxis with enoxaparin, dalteparin, and fondaparinux was 5.5, 5, and 2.8%, respectively.177-179 This figure is sticking lower to that observed in hospitalized patients who received LMWH thromboprophylaxis.

A retrospective multicenter observational study focused on the evaluation of the benefit–risk ratio of thromboprophylaxis with heparin in 400 hospitalized patients with COVID-19. The symptomatic objectively confirmed VTE rate was 4.8% (95% CI: 2.9–7.3%) and the overall thrombotic complication (including VTE, central vein catheter thrombosis, and continuous venovenous hemofiltration catheter) rate was 9.5% (95% CI: 6.8–12.8%).176 All patients were receiving anticoagulation with standard prophylactic doses of UFH or LMWH at the time of the event. The overall bleeding rate was 4.8% (95% CI: 2.9–7.3%). The rate of bleeding events was 3.1% (95% CI: 1.4–6.1%) in patients hospitalized at the conventional ward and 7.6% (95% CI: 3.9–13.3%) in ICU-patients. The major bleeding rate was 2.3% (95% CI: 1.0–4.2%). All but one major bleed occurred in the critically ill, for a rate of 5.6% (95% CI: 2.4–10.7%). Only three out of the 400 patients had an overt DIC (according to the respective ISTH score). Patients with thrombotic complications had higher D-dimer, fibrinogen, CRP, ferritin, and procalcitonin levels, while patients with bleeding
Table 7 Summary of the international recommendations for thromboprophylaxis in patients with COVID-19 (last update: July 2020)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target group of patients</th>
<th>In-hospital settings</th>
<th>Postdischarge settings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Who should receive thromboprophylaxis?</strong></td>
<td><strong>Who should receive thromboprophylaxis?</strong></td>
<td><strong>Who should receive thromboprophylaxis?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unselected patients with COVID-19</td>
<td>ICU: all patients</td>
<td>High risk for VTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conventional ward: risk stratification</td>
<td>Risk stratification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All hospitalized patients</td>
<td>Very restricted, in patients with the characteristics of the inclusion criteria at the corresponding clinical trials Selection criteria: consensual multidisciplinary decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High-risk patients</td>
<td>High risk for VTE and low risk for bleeding (IMPROVE VTE and IMPROVE Bleeding risk, plus D-dimer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All hospitalized patients</td>
<td>Not recommended</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Which thromboprophylaxis in COVID-19 patients?**

- LMWH over UFH
- Mechanical methods if contraindication to anticoagulants

**What intensity of VTE prophylaxis should patients with COVID-19 receive?**

- No dose proposition
- Current standard doses for VTE prevention
- Intermediate-dose LMWH in high-risk patients and obese patients
- Current standard doses of heparins for VTE prevention in hospitalized acutely ill medical patients.
- Conventional ward: standard doses
- ICU: increased doses
- Current standard doses of heparins for VTE prevention in hospitalized acutely ill medical patients.

**Which thromboprophylaxis?**

- LMWH extended prophylaxis Dura-sion: up to 45 days
- Enoxaparin or rivaroxaban or betrixaban Duration: maximum 40 days
- Rivaroxaban or betrixaban over LMWH[^6]
- No
- LMWH or fondaparinux over UFH 2. LMWH or fondaparinux or UFH over DOAC Mechanical methods if contraindication to anticoagulants
- LMWH at prophylactic, weight-adjusted dose or intermediate dose Levels of D-dimers should be monitored daily during hospitalization and LMWH dose should be increased in patients with rising D-dimers (i.e., doubling of D-dimer concentration or D-dimer levels higher than 10,000 ng/ml) after careful evaluation of bleeding risk. This strategy is considered of particular importance for ICU patients.

[^6]: This document was downloaded for personal use only. Unauthorized distribution is strictly prohibited.
complications had higher procalcitonin and D-dimer peak and lower platelet counts as compared with the patients without these events.

Intermediate doses of LMWH (i.e., 50 IU/kg twice daily of enoxaparin) have been proposed in some selected patients with COVID-19.

Protocols with intermediate or weight-adjusted doses of LMWH, particularly in obese patients, have been adopted in some centers. Guided modification of LMWH dose according to D-dimer levels’ evolution or to the anti-Xa activity target in plasma (i.e., 0.4–0.8 anti-Xa IU/mL measured 4 hours after the subcutaneous [s.c.] injection or trough levels at least 0.2 anti-Xa IU/mL) is a practice applied by some centers as well. However, the efficacy and safety of these practices has not been controlled. In addition, several methodological issues (i.e., post-hoc or unadjusted analysis, not clearly defined end points, or observational period, etc.) classify these studies at low quality of evidence. Nevertheless, these studies provide some signal for the elaboration of well-conducted prospective clinical trials to identify an optimal antithrombotic strategy.

The increase of D-dimer (a marker of fibrin degradation in vivo) indicates enhanced fibrin formation and is considered as an indirect marker of in vivo thrombin generation. However, it may not be an indicator of the inflammatory reaction related to the cytokine storm. Theoretically, D-dimer levels should be used as a stand-alone test for the guidance of the antithrombotic treatment. Nevertheless, the anti-Xa [IU/mL] measured 4 hours after the subcutaneous [s.c.] injection is a practice applied in some centers for the anti-Xa activity target in plasma (i.e., 0.4–0.8 anti-Xa IU/mL measured 4 hours after the subcutaneous [s.c.] injection or trough levels at least 0.2 anti-Xa IU/mL). However, the efficacy and safety of these practices has not been controlled. In addition, several methodological issues (i.e., post-hoc or unadjusted analysis, not clearly defined end points, or observational period, etc.) classify these studies at low quality of evidence. Nevertheless, these studies provide some signal for the elaboration of well-conducted prospective clinical trials to identify an optimal antithrombotic strategy.

Post-Discharge Risk of VTE in Patients with Vascular Disease or Cardiovascular Risk Factors and COVID-19

### Disease or Cardiovascular Risk Factors and COVID-19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outpatient settings</td>
<td>Risk stratification</td>
<td>Not proposed</td>
<td>Not proposed</td>
<td>Not proposed</td>
<td>Not proposed</td>
<td>Not proposed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Abbreviations:
- DOAC, direct oral anticoagulant
- LMWH, low-molecular-weight heparin
- UFH, unfractionated heparin
- VTE, venous thromboembolism

### Post-Discharge Risk of VTE in Patients with Vascular Disease or Cardiovascular Risk Factors and COVID-19

Some of hospitalized patients with COVID-19 share common risk factors with those hospitalized for severe acute medical illnesses, such as CVD and cardiovascular risk factors. Moreover, elderly, obesity, or cancer patients remain at risk for thromboembolic events, even after discharge. The risk of VTE remains high after hospital discharge, and the identification of high VTE risk patients is crucial. Studies have shown that the risk of VTE remains high after hospital discharge.

In hospitalized acutely ill medical patients, the risk of VTE is high. Studies have shown that the risk of VTE remains high after hospital discharge. Some of hospitalized patients with COVID-19 present coagulopathy, and the risk of VTE is high.

### Post-Discharge Risk of VTE in Patients with Vascular Disease or Cardiovascular Risk Factors and COVID-19

Extended, post-hospital discharge thromboprophylaxis with LMWH (enoxaparin, tinzaparin, or dalteparin) or DOAC (rivaroxaban 10 mg or betrixaban 80 mg once daily p.o. or prophylactic weight-adjusted doses of LMWH) has a favorable benefit/risk ratio when applied in high VTE risk patients. An IMPROVE DD Score should be used in these patients for risk assessment.

Note: All patients must be assessed for VTE risk at discharge for consideration of extended VTE prophylaxis (IMPROVE-DD Score).
D-dimer score ≥ 4 combined with elevated D-dimer (greater than twofold the upper normal limit) identifies an over threefold higher VTE risk population requiring a prolonged prophylaxis. The addition of at least two clinical predictors among the predictors of age > 60, a personal history of VTE, active cancer, or known thrombophilia is expected to further increase the sensitivity of the RAM to identify patients at high risk of post-hospital discharge VTE. These patients will benefit from extended thromboprophylaxis after hospital discharge with rivaroxaban 10 mg or betrixaban 80 mg once daily for up to 40 days without an increase in major bleeding.185–188

VTE Risk in Out-of-Hospital Medical Care of Patients with Vascular Disease or Cardiovascular Risk Factors and COVID-19

During the epidemic waves, hospitals are overcrowded and patients with mild or even moderate COVID-19 receive healthcare at home. Some of them are at high risk for VTE at least during the bedridden period. These patients should be promptly identified using the IMPROVE or the PADUA scores and receive pharmacological thromboprophylaxis in the absence of contraindication or any risk factor for bleeding. 168, 189 A prophylactic dose of LMWH, or rivaroxaban 10 mg, or betrixaban 80 mg once daily could be considered for thromboprophylaxis in high VTE risk COVID-19 outpatients. Rivaroxaban 10 mg or betrixaban 80 mg once daily is proposed because they are those among the DOACs that have been studied in the context of thromboprophylaxis in acutely ill medical patients. Oral administration of rivaroxaban and betrixaban has a significant advantage over LMWH use in this setting, in the absence of any potential drug interference or severe renal impairment, because it combines patients’ comfort and no exposure to contamination risk for nurses.

VAS Statement for the Management of VTE Risk in Patients with VD-CVR and COVID-19

Thromboprophylaxis with LMWH or UFH (at the recommended doses for acutely ill medical patients) has been administered in the majority of hospitalized patients with COVID-19 enrolled in the reported studies on VTE incidence and seen in this section. However, in most of these studies, the rate of VTE in hospitalized patients either in conventional wards or in ICUs was at least twofold higher as compared with the respective rates reported in phase III clinical trials in acutely ill medical patients.

VAS experts acknowledge that for methodological reasons a direct comparison between the two settings is not feasible. Nevertheless, the high rate of VTE in hospitalized patients with COVID-19 underlines the need for more intense thromboprophylaxis at least for some patients who are at obvious higher risk.

VAS experts consider that more intense pharmacological thromboprophylaxis is applicable particularly in patients with VR-CVR and COVID-19. Indeed, they present cardiovascular risk factors and/or diseases which are also significant risk factors for VTE. Moreover, patients with vascular disease are older and may be more frequently obese as compared with the nonvascular ones. Nevertheless, for the same reasons a careful evaluation of the bleeding risk is strongly recommended.

Table 6 compares the guidelines proposed by six international groups of experts for the prevention of VTE in patients with COVID-19. VAS experts based on these guidelines proposed a strategy adapted for patients with vascular disease according to the rationale presented in the paragraph above.

Treatment of VTE in Patients with Vascular Disease or Cardiovascular Risk Factors Hospitalized with COVID-19

For hospitalized patients with VD-CVR and COVID-19, VAS endorses the recommendations of the ISTH Scientific Subcommittee for diagnosis and treatment of VTE. The recommendations of the international groups of experts for the treatment of VTE in patients with COVID-19 are summarized in Table 8.

VAS Recommendations for Thromboprophylaxis in Patients with Vascular Disease and COVID-19

Thromboprophylaxis in Hospitalized Patients with COVID-19

- Hospitalized patients with vascular disease and COVID-19 are at high risk for VTE. LMWH at a prophylactic, weight-adjusted dose or an intermediate dose, in the absence of contraindications or active bleeding, is recommended for all patients including those with moderate renal insufficiency (creatinine clearance > 30 mL/min), upon admission until hospital discharge.
- In patients with contraindications for antithrombotic treatment, the use of mechanical measures for thromboprophylaxis (i.e., compression stocking, foot-pump) is recommended. The use of removable vena cava filters for the prevention of VTE is not recommended. In the case of patients at very high risk of VTE with absolute contraindication to the antithrombotic treatment, the use of removable vena cava filters could be considered for primary VTE prevention. This decision must be taken consensually by a group of experts including a vascular specialist.
- Obese patients (BMI > 30) are at higher risk of VTE and also at high risk of COVID-19 worsening. Intermediate doses adapted according to the body weight should be considered.
- In patients with severe renal failure (creatinine clearance < 30 mL/min), UFH is the first option for thromboprophylaxis. Due to the high frequency of heparin resistance, the LMWH tinzaparin or dalteparin (which show limited accumulation in this context) at a weight-adjusted dose can be considered instead of UFH. In this case, peak and/or trough levels of anti-Xa activity in plasma should be monitored and the dose should be adapted to avoid any drug accumulation.
Table 8 Summary of the international recommendations for VTE treatment in patients with COVID-19 (last update: July 2020)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VTE treatment</th>
<th>Chinese Consensus Statement Group for Prevention Treatment of VTE Associated with COVID-19, Zhai et al(^{161})</th>
<th>ISTH Scientific and Standardization Committee, Spyropoulos et al(^{162})</th>
<th>Global COVID-19 Thrombosis Collaborative Group, Bikdeli et al(^{163})</th>
<th>Health System Anticoagulation Task Force, Watson et al(^{166})</th>
<th>CHEST Guidelines for Prevention, Diagnosis and Treatment of Venous Thromboembolism in Patients with COVID-19, Moores et al(^{163})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LMWH as first-line treatment</td>
<td>Parenteral therapeutic anticoagulation (e.g., UFH) is preferred.</td>
<td>Treating with anticoagulation if no contraindication exists</td>
<td>Therapeutic options: weight-adjusted LMWH or intravenous UFH or apixaban or edoxaban or rivaroxaban or dabigatran or VKA.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Advantages of LMWH in the inpatient setting and DOACs in the post-hospital discharge setting.</td>
<td>• Advantages of LMWH: may be preferred in patients unlikely to need invasive procedures.</td>
<td>• Recurrent VTE on LMWH treatment: increasing the dose of LMWH by 25 to 30%</td>
<td>• LMWH or UFH are favored over oral anticoagulants.</td>
<td>• LMWH or UFH are favored over oral anticoagulants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A change from treatment-dose DOAC or VKA to in-hospital LMWH should be considered especially for patients in critical care settings or with relevant concomitant medications, and dependent on renal function and platelet counts.</td>
<td>• The benefit of DOACs includes the lack of need for monitoring, facilitation of discharge planning, and outpatient management.</td>
<td>• Recurrent VTE on LMWH treatment: increasing the dose of LMWH by 25 to 30%</td>
<td>• In critically ill COVID-19 patients with proximal DVT or PE: LMWH or fondaparinux is favored over UFH. Minimum duration of anticoagulant treatment: 3 months.</td>
<td>• Recurrent VTE on LMWH treatment: increasing the dose of LMWH by 25 to 30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Anticoagulant regimens should not change based solely on D-dimer levels.</td>
<td>• The potential risk may include clinical deterioration and lack of timely availability of antidote.</td>
<td>• Systemic or catheter directed thrombolysis in patients with high-risk PE</td>
<td>• LMWH or UFH are favored over oral anticoagulants.</td>
<td>• Recurrent VTE on DOAC or VKA: switching treatment to therapeutic weight-adjusted LMWH.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The duration of treatment should be at least 3 months.</td>
<td>• DOACs or LMWH would be preferred to limit contact of patients with health care services required for INR monitoring in the case of VKA use.</td>
<td>• LMWH or UFH are favored over oral anticoagulants.</td>
<td>• LMWH or UFH are favored over oral anticoagulants.</td>
<td>• LMWH or UFH are favored over oral anticoagulants.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recurrent VTE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chinese Consensus Statement Group for Prevention Treatment of VTE Associated with COVID-19, Zhai et al(^{161})</th>
<th>ISTH Scientific and Standardization Committee, Spyropoulos et al(^{162})</th>
<th>Global COVID-19 Thrombosis Collaborative Group, Bikdeli et al(^{163})</th>
<th>Health System Anticoagulation Task Force, Watson et al(^{166})</th>
<th>CHEST Guidelines for Prevention, Diagnosis and Treatment of Venous Thromboembolism in Patients with COVID-19, Moores et al(^{163})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not proposed</td>
<td>Not proposed</td>
<td>Not proposed</td>
<td>Not proposed</td>
<td>Not proposed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: DOAC, direct oral anticoagulant; DVT, deep vein thrombosis; INR, international normalized ratio; LMWH, low-molecular-weight heparin; PE, pulmonary embolism; UFH, unfractionated heparin; VKA, vitamin K antagonist; VTE, venous thromboembolism.
Levels of D-dimer should be monitored daily during hospitalization and the dose of LMWH should be increased to therapeutic levels in patients with important rising D-dimer (i.e., doubling of D-dimer concentration or D-dimer levels higher than 10,000 ng/mL) after careful evaluation of bleeding risk. This strategy is considered to be of particular importance for ICU patients.

Exploration of VTE with imaging methods could be considered in patients with a sharp increase of D-dimer.

VAS strongly encourages studies aiming to identify accurate biomarkers of hypercoagulability in the evaluation of the efficacy of the antithrombotic treatment. VAS also encourages prospective studies for the derivation of clinico-biological scores accurate in the evaluation of the risk of resistance to the antithrombotic treatment in patients with COVID-19.

**Thromboprophylaxis after Hospital Discharge**

- Systematic evaluation of VTE risk is recommended to all COVID-19 patients before hospital discharge using the IMPROVE D-dimer score.
- Patients at high VTE risk after discharge with creatinine clearance \( \geq 30 \text{ mL/min} \) can be considered for thromboprophylaxis with rivaroxaban 10 mg or betrixaban 80 mg once daily p.o. (orally) or prophylactic weight-adjusted doses of LMWH for 40 days.

**Thromboprophylaxis in Patients Receiving Medical Care at Home**

- Patients with VD-CVR and COVID-19 who receive health care at home or in nonhospital settings (i.e., retirement home) should be assessed for VTE risk using the IMPROVE score.
- Patients at high risk for VTE with creatinine clearance \( \geq 30 \text{ mL/min} \) can be considered for thromboprophylaxis with rivaroxaban 10 mg or betrixaban 80 mg once daily or LMWH at prophylactic weight-adjusted doses.
- Rivaroxaban and betrixaban present some practical advantages over LMWH, one among them is the simpler administration mode, which does not require nurse visits. Consequently, there is no risk of exposure of health care staff with contamination risk. Oral administration may improve patients’ adherence to thromboprophylaxis.
- In the case that the patient receives home treatment with antiviral or other drugs that may alter the pharmacokinetics of DOACs, thromboprophylaxis with LMWH should be considered as the first-line treatment.

**Summary**

The clinical and epidemiological data and the available evidence from autopsy studies document that hypercoagulability, endothelial cell activation, and massive inflammation are major pathways leading to worsening of COVID-19 and death of patients.
Immunothrombosis in lung microcirculation or in other organs (kidneys, liver, heart, brain, and intestine) and VTE are frequent in patients with severe COVID-19 and critical illness. Arterial thrombosis is an additional vascular complication in patients with COVID-19.

The experts of the VAS-European Independent Foundation in Angiology/Vascular Medicine elaborated an integral strategy for the management of patients with VD-CVR and COVID-19 since they are the largest cluster of patients at risk of disease worsening. This strategy is schematically represented in Fig. 3.

Patients with vascular disease or cardiovascular risk factors need to be at the epicenter for the protection of SARS-CoV-2 infection at the level of primary health care system, because they are at a higher risk of disease worsening, VTE, and post-hospital discharge morbidity.

The recommendations of VAS for patients with VD-CVR are organized as follows:

- At the level of primary health care system, there is an urgent need to organize a medical network, including eHealth technologies, aiming the management of patients with VD-CVR during SARS-CoV-2 epidemic.
- Management of patients with VD-CVR and nonsevere COVID-19 receiving home-based medical care.
- Management of patients with VD-CVR hospitalized for COVID-19.

It is evident that the antithrombotic treatment is an integral part of the therapeutic strategies for COVID-19. Beyond the prevention and treatment of VTE and the control of the hypercoagulable state, the antithrombotic agents together with drugs that downregulate the endothelial cell activation are expected to get a central place in the management of SARS-CoV-2 infection. The elaboration of prospective clinical trials for the evaluation of the safety, efficacy, and optimal use of the therapeutic strategies based on antithrombotic agents and drugs targeting the endothelium in patients with COVID-19 as recommended by the Global COVID-19 Thrombosis Collaborative Group is endorsed by the VAS experts.190

VAS with this guidance document wishes to help public health authorities in the design of targeted protection policies for vulnerable patients.

Vascular diseases are noncommunicable diseases and VAS is in favor of future efforts to identify general integrated measures for chronic disease, suitable to be detailed into more specialist indication.

Acknowledging that due to the limited clinical experience in patients with COVID-19 and the absence of randomized clinical trials controlling the efficacy and safety of various antithrombotic treatment regiments and other interventions, the ensemble of the proposed recommendations has a low grade of evidence and will be updated as soon as the results of the ongoing clinical trials will be published.

**What is known about this topic?**

- SARS-CoV-2 infection induces endothelial cell activation, hypercoagulability, and enhanced inflammatory reaction.
- Immunothrombosis is a major contributor in the COVID-19 worsening process.
- Males, citizens with obesity, diabetes mellitus, or arterial hypertension, and patients with cardiovascular disease are at high risk for severe COVID-19.

**What does this paper add?**

- Adherence to the antihypertensive, antiplatelet, antidiabetic, and lipid-lowering treatment and prevention of VTE are essential for the decrease of the risk for COVID-19 worsening in patients with VD-CVR.
- For hospitalized patients with VD-CVR and COVID-19, VAS recommends early administration of thromboprophylaxis with an intermediate dose of LMWH or UFH and a regular evaluation of the biological efficacy of the treatment.
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